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The EVA model trademarked by the consultancy Stern Stwart and coat. whose 
meanings literary means "economic value added has been developed in recent years in the 
U.S. by a patent in the form of a formula which is a concept applied for decades in some 
sectors (eg, evaluation of investment projects). [2] EVA method is not born as a method of 
assessing the entity but as an indicator of performance, individualized to measure its ability to 
produce a new value, as happens for other indicators such as ROI (Return On Investment) and 
ROE (Return Non Quality) [6]. So EVA is an economic indicator that can supplement the 
information that is obtained, considering the dynamics and value.[4] While EVA has been 
incurred as a method of assessing the economic capital of an entity, this method faces return 
on capital invested in entities cost show that he created or not values can be used for various 
purposes, including the same assessment of the entity.[1] This tool, in the logic of Value 
Based Management, or management entity logic is based on a power increase the economic 
value of the entity, has tended to measure the amount produced by an entity during a financial 
year (the real profit entity), income confronting of operation with the average cost of capital 
investment necessary to finance the business entity (financed by their own means or by third 
parties) to quantify whether the return value for invested capital is higher or not supported 
cost  for availability.[3] In essence, EVA measures the value creation of a relevant period, 
obtained as the difference between operating revenue accounting, normalized, expressed in 
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